Media Fellowship
Award Giving Ceremony

Bandhu Social Welfare Society
(Bandhu) understands that along
with regular targeted
interventions, the related
stakeholders who can influence
in policy making and changing,
also need to be sensitized on the
issues of sexual minority groups
for ensuring true, meaningful
and effective response.

As a part of this, Bandhu in
partnership with UNDP under

the MSA grant of GFTAM
(DIVA project), has been offering
media fellowship to the journalists
every year since 2011.
This year Bandhu has rolled out
the 5th round media fellowship. A
total of 10

journalists from
print, online, radio and
electronic media were
ceremoniously awarded on 27
December 2015 for successfully
completing the fellowship period
of three months.

2015

Among others, Mr. Matiur
Rahman, Editor of The Daily
Prothom Alo, His Excellency Mr.
Johan Frisell, the Ambassador of
Sweden in Bangladesh, Mr.
Anisul Islam Hero, Chairman of
Bandhu graced the occasion
and gave away the awards to
the fellows.
A cultural performace by
community members made the
event even more vibrant.

The award recipients are:
Mohammad Omar Farok of the
daily Ittefaq
Mizan Rahman of the daily
Alokito Bangladesh
Abu Hanif Rana of The Report24
Ananta Yusuf of The Daily Star,
Dipankar Das Dipu of ATN
Bangla
Sharmina Islam of
banglanews24.com
Mahfuzur Rahman Mishu of
Jamuna Television
Shafiullah Sumon of BTV,
Shakil Bin Mustaq of the
Monthly Spotlight

Each of them were given a
crest, a certificate and Tk
50,000 for completing a threemonth fellowship during which
each generated three reports.
“It is difficult to change the
perception of the society. But
media can carry out this task,”
said Matiur Rahman, editor of
the daily Prothom Alo, the
chief guest of the event.
Swedish Ambassador Johan
Frisell, as special guest, noted
how diversity in societies
should be accepted with an
open mind. He suggested
reporting on same gender
relationship along with
transgender issues.

Mr. Anisul Islam Hero, Chairman,
BSWS said that “we are not alone,
media journalists are with us to
amplify the requirements of
establishing the rights of sexual
minority communities”.
Mr. Shale Ahmed, Executive
Director of BSWS briefed the
audience on the background and
overview of BSWS Media
Fellowship initiative and
underlined the transparent
selection process of media
fellows. He praised the role of
current and old media fellows of
BSWS for surfacing the voices of
sexual minority communities
through their reports and writeups.

Sumona Hembrom Shilpi of
Independent TV.
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